Abstract-In this correspondence, a new method of analysis of speech is proposed that will bring out variations in vocal tract system characteristics in short ( 2 4 ms) segments. In this method, the source and system components of the speech signal are suitably windowed to reduce the effects of truncation of conventional waveform windowing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Speech is produced as a result of excitation of the time-varying vocal tract system. In speech production, both excitation and the vocal tract change continuously with time. One objective in speech analysis is to derive the time-varying characteristics of the speech production mechanism from the speech signal. For analysis purposes, a linear source-system model is assumed for speech production, and the source and system characteristics are assumed quasistationary in the analysis interval [ 11. Obviously, this simple model does not give an accurate representation of speech in each frame. Even in the steady voiced sounds, excitation characteristics change within each pitch period due to glottal vibrations, and the vocal tract system changes due to coupling and decoupling of the trachea during open and closed phases of the glottal excitation, respectively [2] . Linear prediction coefficients (LPC's) [3] capture only the averaged behavior over the analysis frame. The detail lost in LPC modeling cannot easily be compensated for by using a glottal pulse model [4] for excitation.
The main difficulty is in determining the characteristics of the vocal tract system from short (2-4 msec) segments of the speech signal, at least in the two distinct phases in each pitch period, namely, the closed and open glottis regions. The problem in short-segment analysis is that the samples outside the chosen interval are either assumed to be zero (short-time spectrum, LP analysis by the autocorrelation method [SI) or assumed to belong to the same stationary region (covariance
The aim of this work is to explore methods to reduce the effects of the short window in the analysis. It is to be noted that windowing the signal causes discontinuity at the edges of the window. At the same time, windowing is essential for capturing the dynamic characteristics of the source and system in the speech production mechanism. Several methods have been proposed earlier for windowing the signal directly; however, we propose a new approach in this work, which we call source-system windowing [8], [9] . The central idea is to explore methods where the source and system components of a speech signal are independently modified to confine their effects to the selected analysis window region. The windowed components are then used to regenerate a speech signal corresponding to the source and system in that region, although the generated signal itself may extend beyond the selected window length. The generated signal is analyzed to extract the system characteristics more accurately. In this correspondence, we show that even an approximate decomposition of the original speech signal into source and system components will be adequate to implement the proposed source-system windowing. The proposed method is presented in Section 11. Results of analysis of different vowels and other types of speech segments are presented in Section 111 to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method for obtaining an estimation of system information from short segments of speech. Finally, the significance of this analysis for speech synthesis is discussed briefly in Section IV.
SOURCE-SYSTEM WINDOWING
In waveform windowing, the shape of the signal waveform is altered. Consequently, the source and system Characteristics derived from the signal may not properly represent the speech production system. The effects of waveform windowing will be severe when the window size is small ( 2 4 ms). In these cases, the system model tries to fit the zero-value samples outside the window, assuming they are the natural extension of the samples within the window region. This leads to bias in the estimated autocorrelation or spectral values, and consequently results in errors in the parameters of the model derived from these values. The bias is due to correlation between samples in natural speech. The high correlation between signal samples can be seen from the autocorrelation function of a segment of speech. The errors in correlation estimates get worse as window size is reduced.
Correlation between samples is reduced significantly in the residual signal derived from LP analysis. The values of the normalized autocorrelation function of the residual are small, and they remain small even when window size is reduced. That is, the short window effects are much less severe for the residual than for the original signal. The system characteristics in the signal not captured in the LPC's appear in the LP residual. Moreover, these characteristics are typically reflected in small durations of the residual due to the finite impulse response nature of the inverse filter. So selecting a short window in the residual and reexciting the all-pole system would generate a signal whose characteristics in the selected window will be similar to those in the corresponding window in the original speech signal. Due to all-pole filtering, the signal so generated extends beyond the chosen window with its natural decay, even though there is no excitation. This signal can be called a source-windowed signal. Using a nonrectangular tapered window on the residual will reduce the edge effects without significantly affecting the source characteristics. Note that the generated signal beyond the residual window region is due to all-pole filtering. Since the signal generated beyond the residual window region is not influenced by the excitation, we are not likely to get significantly new information other than what is present in the all-pole filter.
In order to reduce the dominance of the system (all-pole filter) on the residual excited waveform (source windowed signal), we propose a modification of the system in the regions outside the chosen window. We call this bandwidth (BW) windowing, by which we mean a modification of bandwidths of the resonances to produce a tapering window effect. A bandwidth function is used to increase the bandwidth of the poles of the original all-pole system significantly beyond the selected window region. The resulting waveform will have nearly the same vocal tract system characteristics as those of 10634676/96$05.00 0 1996 IEEE the original speech signal within the window. The samples beyond the selected region taper faster than the signal in the short region of interest, thus enhancing the characteristics of the signal within the window. The steps in the algorithm for source-system windowing are given in Fig. 1 . BW windowing may reduce the frequency resolution slightly, but would still bring out the characteristics of the system in the analysis window. The results of analysis of a synthetic signal, generated by exciting a tenth-order all-pole model by a periodic sequence of Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model glottal pulses [4] , are shown in Fig. 2 . The signal is preemphasized before analysis. For the closed glottis region the all-pole model spectrum in Fig. 2(a) is used, and for the open glottis region the same model with its poles damped, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , is used. Since all the poles are damped, some higher formants may be lost in the LP analysis of the damped signal for the open phase region. The need for bandwidth windowing is evident from Fig. 2 (e) and (f), which show the signal generated using source windowing in the open glottis interval and the corresponding tenth-order LP spectrum, respectively. Clearly, the oscillations due to the first formant outside the selected window dominate the analysis. This influence is reduced significantly when BW windowing is used, as shown in Fig. 2 Fig. 2 (1) and (m) for the closed and the open glottis regions, respectively. The covariance analysis gives the correct LP spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2 (1), in the closed phase, as it does not have any effects of glottal source. Fig. 2(m) shows that the covariance analysis fails in the open glottis region. We have also observed that the significant features, such as formant peaks and their bandwidths, are preserved to a large extent even for very sharp changes in the bandwidth function. There will be slight increases in the bandwidths of the formants as the bandwidth window is sharpened. The effectiveness of BW windowing is illustrated through the results given in Fig. 3 . The symmetric Itakura distances [lo] are computed between the spectra in the closed and open glottis regions in a pitch period of a natural voiced speech signal, for cases with and without bandwidth windowing. The distances are also computed between spectra for three different bandwidth windows.
(k). Comparison with covariance analysis is illustrated in
The three bandwidth windows (denoted as A, B , C in Fig. 3 ) differ in their sharpness of the taper outside the duration of the residual window, with sharpness increasing from A to C. The spectrum obtained in the closed glottis region without BW windowing is consistent with the spectra obtained using BW windowing for the without BW windowing is dominated by the first formant ( P I ) of the original LP spectrum and is different from the spectrum obtained using BW windowing for the same region. Hence, the distance d24 is large while the distances d46 and dss are close to unity. The fact that both d q g and d68, and similarly d35 and d57 are all close to unity even though the BW window is progressively sharpened from A to C , demonstrates that the sharpness with which the BW window is tapered is not very critical. The large distances d34, d 5 6 , and d78 confirm that there is a significant change in the spectra for the closed and the open glottis regions.
m. SHORT WINDOW ANALYSIS OF SPEECH SEGMENTS
In this section we consider analysis of several types of speech segments using source-system windowing. In all these cases we consider a source window of size 3 msec which includes a 0.5 ms taper on either side and a BW window of the shape shown in Fig. 2(g ). Our observation of the results of analysis are as follows: Analysis of the signal for nasal /m/ shows that the low sharp first formant due to the nasal tract is not significantly influenced by the glottal opening and closure. For unvoiced speech, source-system windowing does not show significant differences when compared to the conventional LP spectrum. This is because the vocal tract system is generally steady d u n g the production of unvoiced speech.
Results of analysis of different natural vowels using the sourcesystem windowing in the closed and open glottis regions of a pitch cycle are shown in Fig. 4 . In %ese cases, the closed phase region is identified as the region after the largest peak in the LP residual. The open phase region is identified as the region just preceding the largest peak in the LP residual. In the open glottis region, we observe a significant increase in the bandwidth of the first formant and an increase in the value of the first formant ( P I ) in some cases [11'l-[13] .
These observations are confirmed by the Itakura distances between the spectra in the open and closed regions. As in Fig. 2 , some higher formants are lost in a few cases due to LP analysis of short data records.
For some speech segments (e.g., the vowel /U/ in high-pitched female speech), the source-system windowing brings out clearly the differences in spectra in the closed and open glottis regions. However, In CV transition regions, the characteristics of the vocal tract system exhibit rapid temporal and spectral changes. The spectra obtained using source-system windowing in one such transition for the sound /ca/ are shown in Fig. 5 . The LP spectra obtained in the consonant region (shown by 2 , 3 , . . . , 10 in the figure) are different from those obtained in the vowel region (shown by 11 in the figure), while the conventional LP spectrum (shown by 1) exhibits the behavior for the entire frame. These results show that the new method of windowing indeed helps in extracting the system characteristics in the open and closed glottis regions of voiced speech. The effects of these differences in the vocal tract system on the quality of synthetic speech is examined briefly in the next section.
IV. DISCUSSION
Voiced parts of speech primarily dictate the naturalness of synthetic speech [13], although the overall quality depends on both voiced and unvoiced speech. The quality of speech synthesized from LPC's depends on modeling the excitation source for voiced speech. Using a glottal pulse model for excitation and the LPC's for system will not reflect the dynamics of the vocal tract system within a pitch period. Through informal listening, we have noticed In this correspondence, we have shown that, using suitable residual and bandwidth windows for source and system components of a speech signal, it is possible to derive the charactenstics of the vocal using a 25.6-ms Hamming window. The LP spectra labeled 2 , 3 , . . . ,11 are obtained using source-system windowing.
Analysis of a CV transition region /ca/ using source-system windowing. 
